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Unix UnleashedSams Publishing, 1998
Unix Unleashed, Third Edition is written with the power user and system administrator in mind. This book will help the reader understand the nuances of the major Unix variants including SVR4, HP-UX, Solaris, AIX, BSD, IRIX, SunOS, and Linux. It will help the reader decide which Unix shell works best for their particular situation. Other topics such...
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The Shellcoder's Handbook: Discovering and Exploiting Security HolesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Uncover, exploit, and close security holes in any software or operating system
    Every day, patches are created to cover up security holes in software applications and operating systems. But by the time you download a patch, it could be too late. A hacker may have already taken advantage of the hole and wreaked havoc on your system. This...
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Zabbix 1.8 Network MonitoringPackt Publishing, 2010

	Imagine you're celebrating the start of the weekend with Friday-night drinks with a few friends. And then suddenly your phone rings -- one of the servers you administer has gone down, and it needs to be back up before tomorrow morning. So you drag yourself back to the office, only to discover that some log files have been growing more...
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Configuring Check Point NGX VPN-1/Firewall-1Syngress Publishing, 2005
Check Point FireWall-1 came out in 1994 and was an immediate success. It has been
the market-leading firewall platform for over 10 years. It is no wonder the platform
has done so well.The Check Point Graphical User Interface for managing firewall
policies is extremely intuitive and easy to learn.

Check Point has come a...
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OpenSSH: A Survival Guide for Secure Shell Handling (Version 1.0)SANS Press, 2003
The OpenSSH suite of tools provides replacements for some of the common administrative tools used today such as telnet, FTP and the r-utilities; yet, these tools, considered insecure because they use clear-text communication over the network, are in still in common use. OpenSSH provides an encrypted channel between computers and remote servers...
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Designing from Both Sides of the Screen: How Designers and Engineers Can Collaborate to Build Cooperative TechnologySams Publishing, 2001
Designing from Both Sides of the Screen: How Designers and Engineers Can Collaborate to Build Cooperative Technology is a must-have book for anyone developing user interfaces (UI). The authors define a seemingly simple goal, the Cooperative Principle for Technology: "[T]hose who are designing, building, or managing the development of...
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CISSP For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Cramming for the CISSP exam? This friendly test-prep guide makes studying a snap! Prepared by two CISSP-certified experts, it gets you up to speed on the latest changes to the exam and gives you proven test-taking tips. You’ll find complete coverage of all ten domains of the (ISC)2 Common Body of Knowledge to help you pass with flying...
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Install and use the leading Linux distribution today!
Here's how to set up, manage, and upgrade RHEL Desktop, WS, AS, and ES versions     

If you need to get rolling with the newest generation of Red Hat Enterprise Linux in a hurry, you'll tip your hat to this friendly guide. It walks you through all the system administration and...
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The Shellcoder's Handbook: Discovering and Exploiting Security HolesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The black hats have kept up with security enhancements. Have you?
   In the technological arena, three years is a lifetime. Since the first edition of this book was published in 2004, built-in security measures on compilers and operating systems have become commonplace, but are still far from perfect. Arbitrary-code execution...
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Multicore Application Programming: for Windows, Linux, and Oracle SolarisAddison Wesley, 2010

	Write High-Performance, Highly Scalable Multicore Applications for Leading Platforms

	Multicore Application Programming is a comprehensive, practical guide to high-performance multicore programming that any experienced developer can use.


	Author Darryl Gove covers the leading...
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Wicked Cool Shell ScriptsNo Starch Press, 2004
This cookbook of useful, customizable, and fun scripts gives you the tools to solve common Linux, Mac OS X and UNIX problems and personalize your computing environment.

The UNIX shell is the main scripting environment of every Linux, Mac OS X and UNIX system, whether a rescued laptop or a million-dollar mainframe. This cookbook of...
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Backup & RecoveryO'Reilly, 2006
 Packed with practical, freely-available backup and recovery solutions for Unix, Linux, Windows and Mac OS X systems -- as well as various databases -- this new guide is a complete overhaul of Unix Backup & Recovery by the same author, now revised and expanded with over 75% new material.
...
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